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"THANK YOU FOR MY BONES": CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN CONTEMPORARY WOMEN ARTISTS AND
THE TRADITIONAL ARTS OF THEIR FOREMOTHERS
VERA L.

NORWOOD

FROM SAPPHO ONWARD, the evaluation of women's achievement
in the arts has been problematic and subject to intense debate.
For some, women's art is important only to the extent that it fits
Anglo-European aesthetic standards of "high" art. l For others, folk
and domestic art is of crucial importance to any evaluation of women's creativity. 2 This paper is a studyof the ways in which a group
ofcontemporary women artists and writers working in the American
West have used the less valued forms of ~erbal artistry such as
lullabyes and gossip, and of needlework such as embroidery and
quilting, in the more traditionally valued art forms of written lit'
erature, painting, and photography.
Folk and domestic art forms are often viewed by these modern
women as inheritances from the past that provide a means of connecting with their forebears. Texas poet Jan Seale provides a clear
beginning point from which to study this connecting process. Seale
has written eloquently of her grandmother's life in "Pearl Bell
Pittman: 1888-1976."3 The poet offers a picture of a woman's life
on the frontier by recounting bits of stories Pearl Pittman told her
and by describing artifacts from, Pittman's life:
I want to pick through the homestead
,
,
in the Indian Territory
for corset 'stays, sachet bags,
her churn lid, next year's dahlia bulbs.

The poem is not particularly sentimental or nostalgic. Seale is very
careful to point out the connections between the hard life her
0028-6206/83/0100-0057 $2.20/0
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grandmother has lived and her death: "Now my Amazon grandmother / lies a great broken continent, / a land over-grazed."
It is important that' the life presented is not romanticized, for
the author is giving a credibility to that life on its own terms, and
she is acknowledging her debts. The concluding stanzas to the poem
express the connection the artist feels between herself and her
grandmother:
A part of me lies in her eighty-eight-year-old
death-ridden body.
A part of her walks in my thirty-six-year-old
death-ridden body.
Goodnight, my Amazon lady.
Thank you for my bones.

The "bones" are both literal and figurative. Not only do the poet
and her relative share a genealogy; the grandmother's life has provided structure for the work of art. What her death means is a loss
of "the next part / to the story she is telling." Through this poem,
Jan Seale recaptures the verbal artistry of her grandmother and
places it in the framework of her more educated voice.
Historians are increasingly concerned with understanding the
place of such domestic and folk arts in women's lives. Several fine
studies have been done on those home-based art forms that until
very recently constituted the bulk of women's creative activity. 4
For a complex set of reas~ns, domestic arts were particularly import~nt to women as they first crossed, then settled the western
frontier. As Lillian Schlisseldiscovered in her study of women's
overland trail diaries, women depended on: female bonding to preserve the equilIbrium of their former lives. 5 Johnny' Faragher and
Christine Stansell note that crucial bonding activities included song
fests, gossip, sewing, and sharing favorite recipes in groups that
met separately from men. That women greatly valued these creative activities is borne out by Faragher's further comment that
women's loss of their "homely treasures" to the exigencies of a
wagon trip over difficult terrain destroyed "a psychological lifeline
to their abandoned homes and communities, as well as to elements
of their identities .... "6
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Women's attachment to theirari forms was not due simply to a
need for female connectedness, as Schlissel and Faragher realize.
The extent to which a woman valued those "homely treasures~'
depended upon her stage in life and the degree to which she had
been affected by the "cult of true womanhood. ~'7 Many historians
have documented the changed nature of women's role in the home
that postindustrial society and Victorian morals wrought in America. 8
Basic to this role was life in "woman's sphere": separate roles for
men and women and a valuation of woman's place in the home
based on her spiritual and cultural contributions. As Faragher points
out, many women carried these roles with them to the frontier,
where the restrictions such roles imposed limited women's abilities
to support and participate fully in the westward movement. Julie
Roy Jeffrey's study of women in the trans-Mississippi West-supports
Faragher in noting the divergence between popular visions of domesticity that women held and the actual life lived on the frontier:

a

'Home,' crude and impermanent though it might be, received the
kind of attention which would have pleased the proponents of domesticity. Though the cabin or sod house might not be the cozy
nook pictured in stories of Western life, women hoped to make it
one as they p~pered thei~ walls with old ne~spapers or tacked up
,. cloth to make the house snug and cheery. Old rags beca~e rugs,
old dresses curtains. 9

In the introduction to her study, Jeffrey notes that she began her
work hoping to prove that 'the West had freed women from'suffocating roles, but discovered that this "feminist" hope was not
proved by the data; she goes on, however, to explain that the
resulting text documents the "strength and courage" of women
surviving in difficult times. Elaine Hedges, completes a study of
women's quilts with a similar ambivalence:
Our response to quilts as an art form rooted both in meaningful
work arid in cultural oppression will therefore inevitably be complex:
, a combination of admiration and awe at limitations overcome and
of sorrow and anger at limitations imposed. 10

As these statements indicate, scholars' grasp of how to place value
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on the creative sources out ofwhich domestic art is woven, without
also seeming to value the limitations that seem to be inextricably
part of the weave, has been difficult to achieve. In reading the
above descriptions, one has the feeling that domestic arts are inextricably connected to a historical past that "modern" women have
left behind. No matter how carefully phrased the analysis, the
creativity of these earlier women is diminished in the process.
The artists studied here offer a different method for regarding
the domestic arts of their forebears. Their work is useful to those
historians attempting to reevaluate women's traditional domestic
arts in that they find methods for giving the creative act primacy
over the attendant suffocating roles their artistic forebears suffered.
The crucial point these artists make is the absolute necessity of
valuing the female creative traditions. Nationally recognized artists
such as Judy Chicago and Miriam Shapiro and writers such as
Adrienne Rich have taken fairly radical steps to force their audiences to look at the full range of women's creative contributions. 11
While such women never deny the difficulties women have faced
in achieving an artistic voice, their emphasis is on the importance
of female traditions to the making of that voice.
Two recent appraisals of women artists have made significant
contributions to new understanding of the problems women artists
face and the solutions they have found. In Silences, Tillie Olsen
graphically portrays the "unnatural silences" that have affected women
writers; in the process she provides clues to strategies for overcoming these blocks. Discussing the contrasts between lives ofvery
successful male writers and lives of women, she describes the fragmentation and diversity in women's lives, the repetitive processes
that suffocate creativity. But, as Olsen goes on to note, she first
found artistic voice' in one of the most mundane of women's activities: "It is no accident that the first work I considered publishable
began: 'I stand here ironing, and what you asked me moves tormented back and forth with the iron.' "12 While the life itself blocks
creativity, it is only through that life that a voice is defined.
Eleanor Munro's Originals: A.merican WomenA.rtists begins with
a vision of the "suppressed artist's cry" of several of her own female
ancestors such as "my maternal grandmother, Berthe Clerc Nadler,
who wrote sonnets and sewed many a fine seam as she followed
her husband Westward and raised. . . three artist daughters. . . . "13
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For Munro, a crucial component in the success of women artists
and an aspect that makes women's art unique is the artist's sense
of connection to her past. Rather than rejecting the past, rather
than following the classic modern injunction to artists-perhaps
best expressed by Ezra Pound-to "Make it new," Munro sees
contemporary female artists as "daughters [who] now looked on
their gifted but voiceless mothers' sufferings with new understanding, pity and a will to 'make it better' in their own time span."14
The artists studied in this paper have found creative sources in
the domestic arts of earlier times and have made those arts "better"
(in the sense of being more closely akin to traditional Anglo-European forms of "high" art) by integrating their materials into the
arts of painting, photography, and literature. Each artist lived in
the West in the 1970s. The West as place is important to some,
particularly those with family ties to established populations (such
as Native Americans Paula Gunn Allen and Leslie Marmon Silko)
or to pioneer families of the nineteenth century (such as Jan Seale).
For others the region is less important; for example, Betty Hahn's
work shows little regional impact. What is important to their work
as a group is the participation of each in the feminist artistic ferment
of the 1970s that engendered new scholarly methods for assessing
the aesthetic values of domestic art forms.
Each artist takes that which was"voiceless," in the sense ofhaving
no acceptable aesthetic form, and places it in a context that meets
accepted artistic standards. Recent critiques of the structures underlying "folk art" forms provides a basis for understanding how
the connecting process works. An example is Sheila de Bretteville's
analysis of the structures of such "women's work" as quilts and
blankets, "which are an assemblage of fragments pieced together
whenever there is time. . .. The assemblage of fragments, the
organization of forms in a complex matrix, suggests depth and
intensity as an alternative to progress. "15 Bretteville's analysis of
how such "women's work" is organized provides the final touchstone
by which we may understand the work of the following artists: they
are involved in assembling from their past those creative voices
that give their work "intensity." Thus they use materials from the
past with a sophisticated and self-conscious sense of the underlying
structure to the domestic 'art forms.
Bretteville uses quilting merely as an example of the structures
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underlying traditional·women's arts. Women's domestic arts encompass a wide variety of creative activities. Sewing includes such
diverse activities as quilting, embroidery, .and lace making. Weaving has also been a traditional art of women. Other visual art forms
include jewelry, metal work, and pottery. In addition, women were
heavily involved in illustration and hand-printing; even fine penmanship was considered at one time a requisite quality in a potential wife. 16 Recent scholarly work indicates that women's verbal
artistry is no less diverse nor less understood. Women have long
established bonds by handing down stories and songs to their children. Even gossip is beginning to be included as an object for
aesthetic revaluation. 17
Within such diversity there are, however, common attributes
that inform the arts of the past and that are manipulated by contemporary artists. It does not matter whether the artist is working
with visual products or words, whether she is a poet or a photographer; even ethnicity does not change the approach significantly.
All of the artists considered create their work by assembling fragments of experience not only from their own time but from earlier
periods in women's history. Each speaks as a collaborator in a story
or product that began in a preceding generation. Each thus maintains a tradition in the face of contemporary pressures for change.
This emphasis on tradition connects the artists' works to the sense
of "depth and intensity" rather than "progress" that Bretteville
finds in the works of quilters. Finally, each is concerned with universal experience rather than with the unique or time-specific event.
Women's folk and domestic arts, with their emphasis on the
ordinary, repetitive, often conservative, family-based life provide
a perfect base for such contemporary statements. What the contemporary artist then adds (for this work is indeed a collaboration)
is the self-conscious decision, in the face of historical concerns for
the limited lives o':!t of which domestic art sprang, to find a way
of retrieving those forms from the past and utilizing them in her
contemporary world.
One of the best contemporary examples of the connections women
artists make between the "folk" arts of their foremothersand the
"fine" arts oftoday is provided by photographer Betty Hahn who
works and teaches at the University of New Mexico. While Hahn
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has won wide recognition for the innovative, experimental nature
of much of her work, she acknowledges a debt to traditional folk
arts, particularly those most often practiced by women. Hahn's
work, both in subject matter and technique, contains echoes of
stitched portraits, embroidery, quilting, and botanical drawing.
Some of Hahn's earlier work done in this vein harks back to stitchery traditions of the nineteenth century, in particular the creation
of hand-done "personality portraits." Fairly standard portrait photographs are done in fabric with embroidery added to highlight
and outline.
Other work extends the content past the individual, almost hermetically sealed portrait, to studies of family. It is in this work that
one finds connections to quiltmaking, particularly pictorial quilts.
Early quilting materials came from left-over scraps of family clothing; many quilts provided visions of routine family lives; quilts
were often perceived to contain a woman;s life. 1B Hahn plays with
all these emotional connections between women's lives and the
needle arts in her family portraits. The photography deals with
mundane, middle-class subjects: "Dover Park Family" depicts a
nuclear family grouped in front of their house; "Double Portrait:
Roger and Joni" shows a young couple formally seated in their plant
room. The color, the simple stitches emphasizing a bed of Bowers,
the line of a house, provide an organizing principle to the lives in
much the same way as the grid· systems and borders in pictorial
quilts organized an otherwi~e diversejumble of images. One photograph of a family walking along a road with a simple half-rainbow
embroidered abo~e is an outstimdingexample of the technique
through which routine family actiylties become stylized and take
on a more symbolic weight than the photograph alone would ordinarily provide. Yet the simple stitchery technique is absolutely
compatible with the familiar scene presented (Figure 1).
Since doing the stitchery in the early seventies, Hahn has moved
in several directions. In 1979 she completed a series of Polaroid
prints using Bowers; such prints remind one that botany and Bowerdrawing were accepted "occupations for ladies" during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe and America. 19 Hahn
follows the tradition with a series of photographs of Bowers laid
over botanical sketches and Bowers laid on patterned wallpaper.

"Family under Rainbow," gum bichromate print on fabric with added stitching,
1971, 16" X 20", by Betty Hahn.
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Hahn has recently completed two Polaroid assemblages of artifacts retrieved from the lives of her aunt and grandmother (Figure
2). The assemblages contain things the women cherished-pieces
oflace, letters-and things to give a sense of the past-newspapers,
photographs. The whole vision is of a humble, structured life. (The
work is framed and cross-hatched with a tape measure in one case
and white ribbon in another.) The photographs are memorials not
only to individual women, but also to the creative lives of those
women-the arts that they practiced but that have gone largely
unrecognized.
These last photographs became artifacts-they are the shape and
form of the past, particularly women's past. Hahn has completed
one other series of such artifacts in what she calls "soft daguerreotypes." These are xeroxed photographs on plastic-coated fabric presented in old-fashioned. velvet and satin casings. In an interview
Hahn stated that she se'es photography as a "folk art. "20 The daguerreotype replaced portrait painting, which was, in many cases,
done by folk artists. Although clearly working in a "fine arts" tradition of individual statement, experimental style, and sophisticated techniques, Hahn has used content, attitudes, and styles of
the folk arts to give her work meaning and form. Most often the
folk arts she has tapped have been those of women,
The introduction of photography in America provided many young
women with an opportunity to enter an art field and even support
themselves once they learned the techniques. But the technological
innovation also ended the opportunities for self-taught portrait
painters, many of whom were women, to support themselves by
their creative endeavors. 21 While Hahn feels no loss in the move
to more sophisticated art forms such as photography (possibly because she sees it as another folk art, not different from earlier
forms), other artists feel the disjunction and inherent conflict the
change from traditional forms of domestic expression to more contemporary art forms caused, and struggle to reconcile this conflict
in their creations.
Several writers have commented upon problems inherent in the
move from the spoken to the written word, from gossip to novelist,
or from singer of lullabyes to poet. Tillie Olsen asks: "How many
of us who are writers have mothers, grandmothers, of limited edu-

,

"Chicago Family: Aunt," polacolor II, 1979, 20"

.r
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24", by Betty Hahn .
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cation; awkward, not at home, with the written word, however
eloquent they may be with the spoken one?"22 Bobbie Louise
Hawkins's novel, Back to Texas, graphically illustrates the freedom
and the pain felt by the generation of daughters who are more
literate than their forebears. For while the ability to read and write
opens new vistas for creative activity, it can also at first mean a loss
of connectedness. 23
Back to Texas is ostensibly about a car trip that a grown daughter
and her mother make to visit relatives in the Texas panhandle. The
primary narrator, the daughter Jessie, begins the novel with a
discussion of the most important event of her life: "Nothing in my
life ever happened that was as important to me as learning to
read."24 This event initially separates her from her more uneducated family, particularly her mother. By the end of the novel,
however, the daughter has come to an acceptance of her connections with her mother and grandmother, while still acknowledging
their differences.
This final reconciliation is achieved through the structure of the
novel. Hawkins provides an initial clue to her intentions in an early
chapter in which Jessie, the novelist's voice, describes the format
of the book: "In a book like this, the 'plot' is whether it can come
together at all. It might help to think of it as having gathered more
than having been written. It's got about as much plan to it as
tumbleweeds blown against a fence and stuck there. "25 Again we
are dealing with lives lived in pieces, put together much as a crazyquilt might be, with more interest in pattern than in progress.
Each chapter is essentially a piece of family history spoken or
written by Jessie, her mother, or grandmother. The book then
becomes an "assemblage" of memories of the lives of three generations. 26 Its success depends upon typical stories and gossip that
go on every day in southern and western families, particularly
among women. Back to Texas constitutes a retrieval and reevaluation of women's verbal arts. By writing down such mundane
conversations and shaping them to create a coherent work of art,
Hawkins stresses the worth of the verbal act itself.
Back to Texas pays tribute to the creativity hidden and repressed
in lives of mothers and grandmothers by telling their stories when
they could not, ironically using the one gift (reading/writing) that

,'.~.

~ ",

:' .•.•.
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sets the artist apart from her forebears. Such acknowledgments,
such attempts to reevaluate the creative contributions of previous
generations, do not, however, necessarily imply valuation and acceptance of all the conditions of that life. The point is that the
surrounding conditions of that earlier life, not the quality of these
unrecognized creative arts, caused the anonymity.
The work of Barbara Nugent while she was a student in New
Mexico in the 1970s provides a visual example of such concerns for
the limitations in women's lives. Nugent's best early work utilizes
a common working woman's activity-shorthand-to comment on
the stereotypes that define us. Her work of this period combined
advertising images of women, which confine them to domestic
sph~res, with shorthand comments on the advertisements. At this
point in her career, she was speaking very consciously to a specific
audience-those women who knew shorthand.
The works slowly became memorials to skills that, while limiting
and stereotyping, have also gone undervalued in previous generations. At one point Nugent moved from direct re-creation of shorthand pages in spiral notebooks to more stylized creations combining
decorative wallpaper with shorthand. This work is in the tradition
of samplers with the combination of skilled writing with decorative
visual imagery and in the tradition of the "arts of writing" with the
emphasis on the decorative aspects of shorthand.
A last work in this vein takes the technique even further by
combining reversed images of shorthand on black background, over
which is superimposed a black and white photograph of a rose. At
this point, Nugent was beyond the"message" emphasis of the earlier works. Shorthand became even more of a "secret" language,
appreciated primarily for its beauty, suggesting ancient hieroglyphics, gaining a timeless quality.
The gradual change in Nugent's work from that specifically meant
to be a woman's message for a special group of other women to
that which, while continuing the earlier forms, speaks to a wider
audience, provides another aspect from which to study women's
use of domestic art forms. Nugent found creative methods for escaping what Tillie Olsen has described as "restrictions" and "constrictions": those forces that deny women the right to express
themselves outside a traditional woman's sphere of "bed and
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childbed. "27 Women taking shorthand, women in the working world,
represent some of those arenas of life that Olsen thinks have not
been seriously enough considered in our art. In finding her voice
in that slightly larger context, Nugent was able to escape from some
of the restrictions and constrictions. By pulling shorthand beyond
its immediate, utilitarian image and into a more timeless context,
Nugent gave the traditional craft validity as art.
Nugent exemplifies one approach whereby the artist can escape
the restrictions that almost inevitably follow from emphasis in the
"women~s sphere"; take the restricting situation and convert it into
another form. 28 Other artists have chosen to separate the idea of
domestic arts from the negative historical framework in which the
"cult .of domesticity" has been described and to return to earlier
traditional sources for their creative statements. As most critics of
the "cult of true womanhood" have stated, the problem began when
women's role was no longer equal to men's in the maintenance of
economic stability and culture, when as one historian has noted,
women were "forced to play hostess to male inventions. "29 One
solution for the artist inheriting this situation is -to return, through
her work, to those traditions that provide women with equal power
in the world and reject those that do not. The concluding section
of this study concerns women artists engaged in this renovation of
almost preindustrial lifestyles in their work.
It is especially in this framework that the work of some American
Indian and Hispanic women writers provides an excellent beginning. As Elaine Hedges has noted, needlework is an art form that
crosses cultures as well as generations-and it becomes a significant
touchstone for Hispanic as well as Anglo writers in finding their
way to powerful images of their and their fore mothers' lives. 30 A
particularly fine example of such work is California poet Lorna Dee
Cervantes's "Beneath the Shadow of the Freeway. "31 Meaningful
life in an urban setting, with an omnipresent freeway across the
street, is the concern of the speaker. As in many families in transition (in urban times or on the wilderness frontier) there is disjunction among the generations:

..

We were a woman family:
Grandma, our innocent Queen;
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Mama, the Swift Knight, Fearless Warrior.
Mama wanted to be Princess instead.
Myself~I could never decide.
So I turned to books, those staunch, upright men.
I became Scribe, Translator of Foreign Mail . . . .

The mother and grandmother are radically different sorts ofwomen,
living different roles. The mother fits the image of women caught
in the "women's sphere" yet living in a contemporary world that
no longer supports such roles. She "dreams of taffeta" while counseling her daughter to "count on nobody." She has a man who
drinks and threatens to molest the daughter; her life slowly grinds
out in bitterness as "she spends her hours / washing down the bile."
The grandmother is full of "woman's wisdom," but it is pretechnological, prescientific, making her seem a relic of the past. She
passes on "old wives' tales" about predicting rain, hand sews her
own quilts, and "trusts only what she has built / with her own
hands." The daughter chooses to live her life as her grandmother
has done before her, even in the face of the freeway.
What is the difference between the mother and grandmother?
Their advice is identical-make your way in life yourself. Yet one
never truly does so, waiting for the rescuing Prince, consuming
her life rather than producing it, while the other creates her life
from materials at hand. One waits to be given her role, the other
takes an active part in making it. Importantly, the images that
provide solutions for the daughter are of domestic arts practiced
as they were before the great technological changes that made
women's work in the home less valuable. Through fantasizing a
return to a way of life that existed before her urban situation, the
speaker is able to find a way to overcome the continuing effects of
the "cult of true womanhood" that still afHict her mother.
Celebration and remembrance of women's importance in ritual
and religious custom provides yet another source for moving beyond the restricted visions of women's sphere that limit their creativity. Antonia Quintana Pigno's poem "The Miracle of Santuario"
provides an initial example. 32 The poem concerns the yearly trek
to a religious shrine at Chimayo, New Mexico. Told from the per-
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spective of children, the central focus is on the new shoes and cape
the mother makes for the santo figure in the church. The "miracle"
is that at the shrine the children find "Indeed upon Your tiny feet
/ Last September's white shoes / Now scuffed and worn." The key
person in the miracle is the mother, who remembers the time
while the children are forgetful and who knows that the saint will
require new clothes. The simple act of sewing for the family is thus
extended to a broader, more "powerful" sphere of action; indeed
is crucial to the religious tradition presented.
The technique of using traditional women's creative arts as a
vehicle for defining women's place in a larger, more powerful sphere
is prevalent also in the work of American Indian writers. Leslie
Marmon Silko's novel, Ceremony, addresses the nature of women's
power in our daily lives by combining the simple act of story-telling
with the religious act of myth-making. Ceremony tells the story of
a young Navajo's return to his home following the Korean War and
his difficulty in reestablishing meaning in his life. Although a woman
is not the central character to the novel, through her the young
man's (Tayo's) final reintegration with his life is achieved. Women
are presented not only in "bed and childbed" but bearing all the
consequences of both places. Alongside this very real vision of
women's lives another image is developed, one that acknowledges
power behind the mundane, a power that ultimately provides the
resolution to the novel.
The clearest expression of woman's centrality to the novel is
Tayo's Grandmother. She is very real in her crotchety old age:
"They were the same--the mule and old Grandma, she sitting in
the comer of the room in the wintertime by the potbelly stove, or
the summertime on an apple crate under the elm tree; she was as
blind as the gray mule and just as persistent."33 But she is also the
primary source of the stories that finally give Tayo a way back to
himself. Through her status as story-teller she gains power-she
is able to create a world that exists in spite of other "realities."
What Tayo learns is that his Grandmother's stories are still true
today; the trick is to be able to find them in the contemporary,
routine life he lives. Grandmother also knows this truth, and she
is the only character in the novel who may directly express it. Her
voice essentially concludes the novel. As the family engages in
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some final "gossip" that ties the novel together, Grandmother's
only comment is: " 'I guess I must be getting old ... because these
goings-on around Laguna don't get me excited any more .... It
seems like I already heard these stories before . . . only thing is,
the names sound different.' "34
While Ceremony offers a fairly traditional narrative structure, an
overlay of Silko's poems adapted from Navajo myths is added. In
many cases the myths are updated, are redefined in the context of
the novel. A central figure in the myths is "Spider Woman," one
of the few women given the power of a creation myth. 35 The novel
begins with a poem playing on this myth:
Thought-woman, the spider
named things and
as she named them
they appeared.
She is sitting in her room
thinking of a story now.
r m telling you the story
she is thinking. 36

From the beginning, the novel is defined as a story told by a woman
created by another woman. It is only consistent that the character
in the novel who best knows the story is the old story-teller herself.
While Silko's novel never avoids pointing out the constrictions/
restrictions that women live under, the implication is that strength/
connection comes ftom those aspects of our lives that are beyond
those limitations, even though the connection may on its face be
as simple an act as a· grandmother telling a story to a child. This
is a great leap for women artists to make: from valuing their forebears' voices because they have gone unnoticed to valuing those
"mundane" arts for their connection to much larger spheres of life.
When the second acknowledgment is made, the humbler modes
can be expanded, stretched, and included in contemporary voices.
Apoem by Laguna poet Paula Gunh Allen, "Grandmother," directly
embodies this sense of making a connection with a tradition ripe
with power. The first stages of the poem again allude to "Spider
Woman": "Out of her body she extruded/shining wire, life, and
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wove the light/on the void. "37 Having created the world, the old
woman leaves and "After her,! the women and the men weave
blankets into tales of life." The artist follows the tradition, even in
the humble duty of maintaining the rug, the life, Spider Woman
has created: "After her I sit on my laddered rain-bearing rug! and
mend the tear with string." Rather than breaking with the past,
the move is to build upon it, to preserve and retrieve that which
was important.
Eleanor Munro, speaking of the visual arts, defines the process
in which such artists are engaged as "retrieving what otherwise
would be irrevocably lost and fixing it in a form. "38 She sees many
young artists as essentially "conservationists" in the sense that their
art is a type of preservation. Regardless of ethnic background or
art form, for the women discussed here, such preservation is accomplished through quilt devised ofmaterials inherited from their
forebears. They preserve that part of the past that is at the core of
the need to continue traditional materials, and they begin to create,
visually and verbally, a multifaceted image of the contemporary
woman.
The work of Deborah Cole, graduate art student at the University
of New Mexico, is illustrative of the visual imagery of preservation.
Cole began in 1978 to work on a piece built around a photograph
of her mother. The xeroxed series went through various modifications, but throughout the organic, gaudy flower pattern in the
mother's dress carried the visual interest in the work. In one of
the final works, the photograph was subsumed by the pattern, and
that natural, colorful pattern became the final definition of her
mother. That dress came to be the strength, the freedom not initially perceived in the first, almost historically trapped images.
Cole moved in the series from a concern with the specific, historic,
personal details of her mother's life to a sense of what in her life
was beyond the personal and part of a larger universe. She made
the transition, however, by remaining in touch with the ordinary,
by pulling from it the extraordinary.
The technique is similar to that used in a poem by Texan Naomi
Clark. The poem utilizes a found object just as Cole's xerox uses
an initial, casual photograph. "Found Poem: First Letter from Aunt
Cat"39 alternates between the text of the note, obviously written
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by an almost illiterate relative and the unheard, graceful voice
behind that limited by circumstance and education. Aunt Cat's
letter tells the tale of her increasing sickness. Alternate lines tell
the stories Aunt Cat really.has hidden within her:
If I cd tell you
But to get to that-is this something
colors you never did see
have started loosing 10 lbs a week
bluegill sunfish
for no rime or reason
swim round thru in
I have some kind spell
blossums
I just leave this world .

Like artist Cole's mother, Aunt Cat becomes directly connected to
nature, becomes a part of, one with, natural forces. And she gains
mythic power in this connection: "scoop a drink / ... moon in my
hands / ... drink moon." Cole and Clark have "retrieved" an image,
a way ofliving, from the past and given it significant "form" through
their techniques. That past becomes a valued artifact, a link, without which the work could not exist.
Clearly, this study of the use of traditional women's arts in contemporary art is really only part of the larger issue of how women's
experiences and lives affect and inform their art. The discussions
of Cole and Clark may have more to do with the broader issue
than with concerns specific to traditional women's art forms. Such
a fact, however, comments only on the need to study further what
Munro calls "psycho-[a]esthetics"-the connections between one's
art and one's life. One recognizes, finally, the strength that each
of these artists gains through acknowledging her connections with
the past. It seems that the willingness to make those connections
is an expression of the type of creative female artist we may expect
in the future. She is the artist who is not afraid to present any
aspect of her, or any woman's, life with the realism and the sense
of seriousness and purpose that has in the past been missing in
much of our art.
This paper has been itself a crazy-quilt: an assemblage of many
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women's works collaboratively leading to one voice. The vision is
one of strength anc;l beauty in lives that have for so long gone
unnoticed. There is hope and reaffirmation in their voices-reaffirmation of the importance of women's past to our present condition and hope that a stronger future may be built out of the
valuable lessons of earlier times. A short poem by Bobbie Louise
Hawkins provides a fitting close to this discussion:
Own your body,
as good a property
as any other.
Say, from this point
far as the eye can see,
It's me. 40
The sentiment expressed, particularly the feeling of the land being
one's to mold, is reminiscent of the pioneer urge, the need to
discover all there is to see. These woman artists are embarked on
an adventure that opens up new frontiers, including frontiers of
the past. In the same sense that the frontier was an ancient land,
new only to the eyes of the pioneer beholders, so the artistic
traditions in which many women are working contain age-old voices
made new by the contemporary insights and more sophisticated
techniques of the present generation.
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